Endurance

Pull Type Hydraulic

Litter, Lime, Shavings and Compost

Is Endurance Right For You?

Precision Agriculture Ready.

Variety of Applications

Customize to Your Specifications.

Endurance Can Handle Your Terrain.

Your Lowest “Cost In Use” Spreader

- UHMW and Stainless Steel Reduces Corrosion Issues and Extends the Life of the Spreader
- Stainless Steel Bearing Backer keeps bearings clean resulting in longer bearing life and fewer failures.
- Optional UHMW Poly Floor lasts the lifetime of the spreader
- Flotation Tires Minimize Compaction
- Save Fuel and Time
- Hydraulics run Cooler and Last Longer with Less Stress on the System.
- BBI Binary Manifold make for a quick and stable installation and operation of ALL precision Agriculture Tools.
- Dual Rack and Pinion Gate prevents jams
Suggested Use: Specialized distribution of Lime, Litter, Shavings and Compost. Hydraulic driven Conveyor Chain for Consistent speeds and Easy Precision Control Installation. Available in All plug to Tractor Hydraulics or PTO to Tandem Pump Self Contained Hydraulics. Flotation tires minimize compaction, One piece CNC machined comb provides for longer chain life and more precise product application.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- Carbon Steel Hopper from 16-24 ft.
- Bar Chain Conveyor with self cleaning pintle-type chain
- Tandem Axle
- 45 degree hopper sides
- Sloped rear end panel
- 10 gauge hopper construction and 7 gauge floor.

**OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**

- 2ⁿᵈ Tandem Gear case for high weight materials
- Extra heavy duty conveyor chain
- (close bar) conveyor chain with bars every other link
- Poly Hopper floor
- Hy Torque Manifold for increases spinner torque.
- GR valve for increased conveyor speeds.
- DOT light packages
- Extension brackets and boards
- Ladder
- 12” x 12” Sight window
- Multiple paint colors to choose from.
- Multiple Tire and axle options